
JoysticksJoysticks
The standard input device supported by the WPI Robotics Library is a USB joystick or gamepad.
The Logitech Attack 3 joystick provided in the KOP from 2009-2012 comes equipped with eleven
digital input buttons and three analog axes, and interfaces with the robot through the Joystick
class. The Joystick class itself supports five analog and twelve digital inputs which allows for
joysticks with more capabilities such as the Logitech Extreme 3D Pro included in the 2013 KOP
which has 4 analog axes and 12 buttons. Note that the rest of this article exclusively uses the term
joystick but can also be referring to a HID compliant USB gamepad.

USB connectionUSB connection

The joystick must be connected to one of the four available USB ports on the driver station. The
startup routine will read whatever position the joysticks are in as the center position, therefore,
when the station is turned on the joysticks must be at their center position. In general the Driver
Station software will try to preserve the ordering of devices between runs but it is a good idea to
note what order your devices should be in and check each time you start the Driver Station
software that they are correct. This can be done by selecting the Setup tab and viewing the order
in the Joystick Setup box on the right hand side. Pressing a button on a joystick will cause its entry
in the table to light up blue and have asterisks appear after the name. To reorder the joysticks
simply click and drag.

New for 2014:New for 2014: The Driver Station will now show up to 6 devices in the Setup window. The first 4The first 4
devices will be transmitted to the robotdevices will be transmitted to the robot. The additional devices are shown to allow teams to use
one component of a composite device such as the TI Launchpad with FRC software without having
to sacrifice one of the 4 transmitted devices.
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Joystick RefreshJoystick Refresh

When the Driver Station is in disabled mode it is routinely looking for status changes on the
joystick devices, unplugged devices are removed from the list and new devices are opened and
added. When not connected to the FMS, unplugging a joystick will force the Driver Station into
disabled mode. To start using the joystick again plug the joystick back in, check that it shows up in
the right spot, then re-enable the robot. While the Driver Station is in enabled mode it will not scan
for new devices as this is a time consuming operation and timely update of signals from attached
devices takes priority.

When the robot is connected to the Field Management System at competition the Driver Station
mode is dictated by the FMS. This means that you cannot disable your robot and the DS cannot
disable itself in order to detect joystick changes. A manual complete refresh of the joysticks can be
initiated by pressing the F1 key on the keyboard. Note that this will close and re-open all devices so
all devices should be in their center position as noted above.

Constructing a Joystick ObjectConstructing a Joystick Object

The primary constructor for the Joystick class takes a single parameter representing the port
number of the Joystick, this is the number (1-4) next to the joystick in the Driver Station software's
Joystick Setup box (shown in the first image). There is also a constructor which takes additional
parameters of the number of axes and buttons and can be used with the get and set axis channel
methods to create subclasses of Joystick to use with specific devices.

Accessing Joystick Values - Option 1Accessing Joystick Values - Option 1

There are two ways to access the current values of a joystick object. The first way is by using the
set of named accessor methods or the getAxis method. The Joystick class contains the default
mapping of these methods to the proper axes of the joystick for the KOP joystick. If you are using a
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another device you can subclass Joystick and use the setAxisChannel method to set the proper
mappings if you wish to use these methods. Note that there are only named accessor methods for
5 of the 6 possible axes and 2 of the possible twelve buttons, if you need access to other axes or
buttons, see Option 2 below.

Joystick axes return a scaled value in the range 1,-1 and buttons return a boolean value indicating
their triggered state. Note that the typical convention for joysticks and gamepads is for Y to be
negative as they joystick is pushed away from the user, "forward", and for X to be positive as the
joystick is pushed to the right. To check this for a given device, see the section below on
"Determining Joystick Mapping".

Accessing Joystick Values - Option 2Accessing Joystick Values - Option 2

The second way to access joystick values is to use the methods getRawAxis() and getRawButton().
These methods take an integer representing the axis or button number as a parameter and return
the corresponding value. For a method to determine the mapping between the physical axes and
buttons of your device and the appropriate channel number see the section "Determining Joystick
Mapping" below.

Polar methodsPolar methods

The Joystick class also contains helper methods for converting the joystick input to a polar
coordinate system. For these methods to work properly, getX and getY have to return the proper
axis (remap with setChannel() if necessary).
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Determining Joystick MappingDetermining Joystick Mapping

One way to determine joystick mapping is by writing robot code to display axis and button values
via the dashboard or console, loading it on the robot, then testing the joystick. A simpler way is to
download the Joystick Explorer utility program from the WPILib project which uses the same
joystick code as the Driver's Station and displays the values of all 6 axes and 12 buttons. This
program requires the LabVIEW 2012 runtime (any computer with the Driver Station installed will
have it). Using this utility select your desired device from the drop-down menu then run through
the physical axes and buttons on the joystick and note the corresponding channel number and
range. Note that some features which may seem like buttons may actually show up as axes and
that in some cases these features share an axis (X-Box controller triggers as an example).
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http://firstforge.wpi.edu/sf/frs/do/viewRelease/projects.wpilib/frs.joystick_explorer.joystick_explorer
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